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PLANNED AXIAL REORIENTATION INVESTIGATION ON SLOSHSAT

David J. Chato

National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Glenn Research Center

Cleveland, Ohio 44135

ABSTRACT

This paper details the design and logic of an

experimental investigation to study axial reorientation

in low gravity. The Sloshsat free-flyer is described.

The planned axial reorientation experiments and test

matrixes are presented. Existing analytical tools are

discussed. Estimates for settling range from 64 to

1127 seconds. The planned experiments are modelled

using computational fluid dynamics. These models

show promise in reducing settling estimates and

demonstrate the ability of pulsed high thrust settling to

emulate lower thrust continuous firing.

INTRODUCTION

The European Space Agency (ESA) in conjunction

with the Netherlands Agency for Aerospace Programs

has undertaken a project to investigate fluid motion in

zero-g. ESA has contracted with the Netherlands

National Aerospace Laboratory (Nationaal Lucht-en
Ruimtevaartlaboratorium or NLR) for a small free

flying spacecraft deployed from the shuttle but flying in

tandem with it. This spacecraft is known as the

Sloshsat Facility for Liquid Experimentation and

Verification On-orbit (Sloshsat FLEVO or just

Sloshsat for short). The ESA/NLR investigators have

concentrated on studying the effect of liquid motions on

spinning spacecraft. NASA has spent several years

investigating the low gravity maneuvers to settle

propellants prior to restarting engines in space after a

low gravity coast. These maneuvers involve using an

axial thrust to create a simulated gravity forcing the

propellant to the "bottom" of the tank. Although these

maneuvers have been extensively studied in

drop-towers and by analysis, little flight data exists.

Sloshsat is an ideal platform to obtain the long term

low-gravity data necessary to confirm the findings of

the analytical work and drop tower tests. This paper
will discus the experiments planned for Sloshsat to

study these maneuvers.
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acceleration of liquid leading edge

velocity of liquid leading edge at end of
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velocity of liquid leading edge at tank bottom
Free Fall Time
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time to reach the edge of cylinder section

unwetted cylinder length
time to reach tank bottom

Weber number = pR (VLB):/_

time for geyser to dissipate

time for ullage bubble to rise

volume liquid/volume of tank
time for film to clear

BACKGROUND

Most liquid fueled rocket engines require a continuous

supply of liquid propellant to function. Low gravity

challenges these engines since the lack of separation

between liquid and gas will allow gas ingestion into an

engine, possibly resulting in catastrophic failure of that

engine. However, coasting in the low gravity
environment for long periods of time ( 1/2 hour to days)

is required by most upper stage rockets to correctly

position their payloads. Prior to restarting the engines

of these rockets, something must be done to assure gas

free liquid to the engines.

Many solutions to this problem have been

implemented in the past. The Saturn moon rocket used
propulsive venting of the boil-off from its cryogenic

Senior Member, AIAA.
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propellanttanksto providea continuoussettling
thrust.The Centaurupperstageusesan auxiliary
propulsionsystemto settletheliquidpriorto engine
start.Manysatellitesusevariousliquid acquisition
devicesthatrelyonsurfacetensionforcesto separate
theliquidandgas.

Becauseofitsinvolvementin theCentaurprogramand
its interestin low-gravityfluidbehavior,theNASA
Glennhasconductedextensiveresearchonthesettling
thrustmaneuver.Lacovicet al._explaintheCentaur
systemaswellasthedifficultiesencounteredduringits
developrnent.TheCentauruses27Nof thrustto settle
(atsettlingBondnumberof360).In parallelwith the
Centaurdevelopmentthe settlingmaneuverwas
investigatedin thedroptowers.Keypapersinclude

3

Masica and Petrash,- Salzman and Masica, and

Salzman, Masica, and Lacovic. _ Work in the drop

tower suggests that far less thrust than is currently used

would be capable of equivalent settling times. This is

due to the following phenomena. Much of the energy
used to start the fluid motion is stored as momentum

in the bulk liquid. When the liquid reaches the bottom

of the tank, this momentum causes the moving liquid

to rebound as a geyser along the tank centerline. High

thrust levels can even cause the falling liquid to entrain
large quantities of gas. Sumner' revisited the tests of

the Centaur development era to minimize the total

impulse used for settling maneuvers. His work

suggested that the optimum settling thrusts generate

Bond numbers on the order of 4 to 6 (rather than 360),
but lower thrust levels have not been used since the

small thrusters required are not readily available. There

was also the problem that at these Bond numbers the

low gravity time available from drop tower testing was

insufficient to observe the liquid settle to its final

quiescent state, so estimates of settling time were

extrapolated.

The advance of digital computer technology has

allowed the low gravity fluids problem to be addressed

via a different approach, analytical modeling on the

computer. Several techniques have been developed to

model low-gravity fluid motion. The large distortion of

the free surface during reorientation makes it difficult to
model with a continuous free surface treatment, but

several discrete methods have been evolved that are

fairly successful. First the marker and cell algorithm

which follows tracer particles and then with the volume
of fluid codes which move to a continuum within the

bulk liquid while retaining the discrete nature at the

free surface. Reorientation and settling have been used
as a test case for these codes because the axial

symmetry of the problem allow it to be addressed with

a two dimensional code. Lacovic 6 was able to compare

the simplified cell and marker code ERIE (Bradshaw
and Kramer, 7 Bradshaw, Kramer, and Zich s) results to

the Titan/Centaur flight data and show a favorable
comparison. Hochstein, Patag, and Chato" were able to
match the work of Sumner 5 with a modified version of

NASA-VOF2D (Torrey et al)°). Continuing that work,

Hochstein et al. _ were able to suggest that intermittent

firing of large thrusters may be capable of emulating

lower thrust levels since the liquid will act as an

integrating media (i.e. liquid continues to settle even

after thrust stops due to the conservation cf

momentum).

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the NASA Sloshsat experiment are:

-Demonstrate that propellant can be settled at
low (Bo<12) thrust levels

-Observe that pulsed thruster firing can be

used to emulate lower thrust settling due to

the integration effect of bulk liquid motion

-Confirm that the drop tower investigation

represents a realistic prediction of long term
low-gravity motion.

JUSTIFICATION

In-space low-gravity is the only environment in which
surface tension effects on propellant settling can be

observed on a time scale large enough to be
meaningful. Drop tower time is insufficient to observe

the total process, and parabolic aircraft flight cannot

generate stable low-g conditions. Settling in current

rocket stages uses thrust far in excess of what is

actually required to settle the propellent. This high

thrust not only wastes propellant but may also slow

settling time by imparting too much kinetic energy to
the bulk liquid.

DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT

Spacecraft

The SLOSHSAT is a free flying spacecraft launched

from a cross-bay Hitchhiker bridge attached to the

Space Shuttle. The primary test-bed is an 87-liter

composite tank filled with 33.5 liters of deionized
water. Platinum wire rings embedded in the tank wall

measure capacitance at 270 locations throughout the

tank. This information is used to determine liquid
height over the location to a maximum of 0.03 m.

Sensors at three locations provide information on finer

resolution information on liquid height. Miniature

NASA/TM--2000-210478 2



thermal dispersionmeters provide velocity
measurementsat 10locationsin thetank.A coldgas
thrustersystemfedby four gaseousnitrogentanks
allowsthetankto bemaneuveredthrougha broad
rangeofmotions.Twelve 0.8 N thrusters provide the

ability to translate in all three directions and rotate
about all three axes Six accelerometers and 3

gyroscopes provide detailed information on
SLOSHSAT motion. An on-board telemetry system

relays experiment data back to the Space Shuttle for

transmission to the ground. Figure 1 shows the interior
of the SLOSHSAT.

Table 1. Matrix of test.

Id Accel. Pulse

(cm./s:) (sec)
0 7.84 Continuous

1

2

3

4

5 1.67

6 0.83

7 1.67 .5

8 1.67 .33

*Based on test time of 21 seconds.

Frequency Efl_zfive

Bo

N/A 56.6

7.84 0.2 1 hz 12

7.84 0.1 l hz 6*

7.84 4 Once 12"

7.84 2 Once 6

Continuous N/A 12

Continuous N/A 6

1 hz

1 hz

Figure 1. SLOSHSAT interior.

This experiment will use the SLOSHSAT to perform

axial settling maneuvers. The instrumentation for

SLOSHSAT will provide intbnnation on the

acceleration environment, position of the leading edge,

and approach of the ullage bubble to the top wall. The

thrusters are sized to produce an acceleration equivalent
to a Bond number of 12 in the test tank, since this is

the limit for bubble rise velocity. In addition the

Shuttle primary reaction control system (RCS) will be

used to perform maneuvers while SLOSHSAT is still

attached to the Space Shuttle. Sloshsat instrumentation
will be used for these maneuvers also.

Experimental Procedure

The axial reorientation will settle liquid in the tank by

firing thrusters to accelerate along the tank long axis.
To start the test, thrust in reverse direction will

position the liquid in a known adverse configuration.
Planned tests are shown in table 1. Effective Bo is

calculated by averaging acceleration over the duration of
the test.

The procedure for test 5 (a representative test) is as
follows:

Objective: Settle Propellant in the constant bubble rise

velocity regime (Bo -- 12)

Sequence:
-Activate data acquisition system

-Accelerate along tank long axis using
Bo- 12 Thruster

-Ascertain absence of liquid motion
-Accelerate in reverse direction

-Ascertain absence of liquid motion
-Terminate test

ANALYTICAL APPROACH

Two sets of tools exist for analysis and prediction of

the SLOSHSAT fluid motion: first, empirical

correlations from drop tower testing and second,

computational modelling of the fluid motion.

Empirical Correlations

The empirical correlations from drop tower research

will be examined to predict times for fluid motion and

estimate required regimes. Masica and Petrash-

explored the motion of vapor in inverted partially

liquid filled long cylinders and were able to develop a

correlation using the Bond number. This correlation

agreed with both 1-g and drop tower tests and reduced
to the theoretical prediction for the rise rate of large

bubbles in normal gravity once the bond number

exceeded 12. Masica and Petrash give the ullage bubble

rise rate as:

Vo = 0.48(aR) 12[ 1-(0.84/Bo) B°47] {1)

NASA/TM--2000-210478 3



Whichreducesto:

V0= 0.48(aR)_2 (2)

when Bo is greater than 12. Observation of the motion

of the liquid leading edge resulted in its acceleration

being correlated for Bo greater than 1.7as follows:

aL= 3.8 V0"/R (3)

Salzman and Masica 3 investigated the motion of liquid
in propellant tank models. Results for bubble rise

velocity agree with equation 1, but the leading edge
motion had to be corrected for the effect of the spherical

tank bottom. They used the following equation to

determine leading edge velocity at the bottom of a

concave spherical tank from the leading edge velocity at
the end of the cylindrical section.

VLB = [_/'L('- -_- 2(aLR)] 12 (4)

They also observed that the liquid rebounded in a
geyser along the tank center when Weber number based

on this velocity and tank radius exceeded 4. Sumner

took the work of Salzman and Masica and developed a

computer model to predict reorientation time. This

model was used to prepare charts where the minimum

velocity increment (that which requires least change in

velocity, hence least acceleration and propellant) could

be found graphically. Sumner s suggests an optimum

settling acceleration as that which produces a bond

number between 3 and 5 depending on fill level. For

the SLOSHSAT fill level of 0.39 the optimum bond
number is about 4.5.

Settling "rime

Danzell _3defines a characteristic time for settling as the

time required for a particle on the tank wall to reach the
opposite end of the tank. For a constant acceleration

this time is given by

to = (2h/a) I' (5)

He suggests that in 3 times this interval the majority of

the liquid will have settled. Traditionally spacecraft
designers have used 5 times this time as a conservative

estimate of settling time. Sumner 5 defines several other

important times. The time for the leading edge of the

liquid to reach the end of the tank cylinder section is
given by

tl = 2/VLc (h) _"(h+R) "

the additional time to reach the tank bottom is

(6)

t2 : 2(h +R)/VLcx[I-( h / h +R)] I-" (7)

When a strong geyser occurs the time for the geyser to

damp is estimated from limited empirical data as

(8)t_ = 0.0516xBo×We (pR3/cy) 1'2

The time for the ullage bubble to rise to the top of the
tank is

t4 = (lc-h)/V0 (9)

The time for the liquid film to clear the tank wall is

ts = 2(b+R/V0 (10)

where:

IJ =[ (h/2R- 1)-FL(h/2R - 1/3)+ 1/312R (11 )

The total settling time is the greater of five times to,

t_+tz+t3 or t4+ts. Predicted Settling Times for
SLOSHSAT accelerations are tabulated in table 2.

Table 2. SLOSHSAT tim

Bo to t_ t2 t3 t4 t5

57 4.18 0.58 2.13 1124 3.20 8.87

12 9.06 1.25 4.61 184 6.94 19.2

6 12.8 1.77 6.52 46.1 9.81 27.2

4 15.7 2.17 7.99 20.5 12.0 33.3

scales (seco

Geyser

damp
1127

Bubble

Rise
5 times

free-fall

Max t

12.1 21 1127

190.4 26.2 45 t90.4

54.4 37.0 64 64

30.7 45.3 78 78
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Computational Model

The equations above yield a prediction of gross fluid

motion and estimates of settling time. To refine these

analyses and demonstrate the integrating effect of the

bulk liquid during intermittent thrust, computational

fluid dynamics were run to predict fluid motion.

Figure 2 shows the computational grid and starting

fluid position. Figures 3 to 10 show time histories of

the flee surface and velocity vectors for various

planned Sloshsat tests. All tests have been analyzed.
Tests 3 and 4 are not shown since these did not settle

but oscillated about the free surface shape of figure 2b.

The code used was ECLIPSE, which has a long
history of use with reonentation problems. _'_'

ECLIPSE solves the Naiver Stokes equation using a

Volume of Fluid Approach. A color function is used

to track the free surface position. Free surface forces

are approximated in this version of ECLIPSE by the
method of Kothe. _4Heavy black lines show the tank

wall and free surface location(s). Fine lines show

vectors of velocity. Since in each image the vectors

are scaled from the maximum in that image, they

should be viewed for qualitative rather than

quantitative information. Unfortunately the CFD runs

used yet a different settling criteria (the fluid was
considered settled when the bottom 10% of the tank

was filled with liquid) so they cannot be compared to

the settling times of table 2. They do correspond to

the t2 leading edge time fairly well. Figure 3 clearly

illustrates the classic geyser problem. Note the

similarities between figures 5, 7 and 8. These are all

effective Bo of 6. These agree closely in run time and
fluid behavior

DATA ANALYSIS

To reduce the SLOSHSAT data, the experimental

low gravity information obtained will be compared to

analytical predictions. Unfortunately due the limited

range of the liquid height sensors liquid position

cannot be determined by direct measurement. Liquid

position will be inferred by the leading and trailing

edge positions, the knowledge that since this is a

closed system liquid volume is conserved, and the

ECLIPSE analysis.

Figure 2. Initial conditions for calculation.

a)Grid, b)Starting fluid position.

t

Figure 3. Bo = 56.6 Full Shuttle RCS.

a) 2.5 seconds, b) 5.5 seconds.
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Figure 4. Full RCS pulsed on 0.2

seconds every second (effective Bo -- 12).

a) 5 seconds, b) 12.2 seconds.

Figure 6. Two Sloshsat thrusters firing

continuously for Bo = 12.

a) 5 seconds, b) 13.6 seconds.

H
_4

Figure 5. Full RCS pulsed on 0.1 seconds

every, second (effective Bo -- 6).
a) 5 seconds, b) 24.3 seconds.

Figure 7. Two Sloshsat thrusters firing

alternately for Bo = 6.
al 5 seconds, b_ 22.2 seconds.

NASA/TM--2000-210478 6
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Figure 8. Two Sloshsat thrusters firing

together for a 0.5 second pulse every
second (effective Bo = 6).

a) 5 seconds, b) 19.0 seconds.

Figure 9. Two Sloshsat thrusters firing

together for a 0.33 second pulse every

Second (effective Bo = 4).

a) 5 seconds, b) 33.6 seconds.

SUMMARY

Existing analytical models are shown in this paper to

predict very long times for liquid settling when

geysers are formed. CFD analysis presented in this

paper indicate the potential for reducing settling times

by preventing geyser formation. CFD also shows
how oversize thrusters can be pulsed to reduce

geysering. However CFD alone is not sufficient, its

findings must be validated by experimental results.

SLOSHSAT provides an opportunity to obtain

experimental results on fluid behavior during axial

settling in the actual low-gravity environment.

Objectives of the axial reorientation experiment are:

demonstration that propellant can be settled at low
thrust levels; observation whether pulsed thruster

firing can be used to emulate lower thrust settling due

to the integration effect of bulk liquid motion; and

confirm that the drop tower investigation represent a

realistic prediction of long term low-gravity motion.

Accomplishing these objectives may radically reduce

propellant consumption required for settling

maneuvers.
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